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To the Light of al l  Lights
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THE FIRE AND THE LIGHT

I have had a wild and reckless life, burnt many bridges, done many wrongs, lost my mind many 
times. In no ways am I personally perfect, nor would I ever claim to be. 

Nevertheless, the knowledge that I bring is perfect and divine in every sense. 

Many of you were blind to the system you inherited. 



1 7  Y E A R S



Glory is like a circle in the water,
Which never ceaseth to enlarge itself,

Till by broad spreading it disperses to naught. 
 

William Shakespeare 
 

ANATOMY OF AN ILLUMINATION 
It’s not easy trying to pinpoint the how, but safe to say, Hypernormalisation was definitely 

significant, a heavily crystallized snapshot of the historical moment. But the Podesta E-Mails were 
something else entirely.  I was less concerned by the fact that we had sold Canary Wharf to Qatar,  
knowing they are State sponsors of terrorism, very much a dictionary definition of High Treason,  

and more concerned by the reaction from the world’s media,  
because despite the documented criminality : 

 

crickets

Visible cracks appearing early in the Clinton campaign, her campaign an obvious simulacrum 
during the run off with Bernie Sanders, only existing as a media construct with little manifestation 

in the physical world. Between  April 2016  and October 2016 I had also reversed a polarity in 
myself. So, there I was, working as a ‘Pop Artist’ in The Hague by day and by night browsing the 

best Podesta analysis on the Internet, living on a diet of Turkish food, homemade pasta and Dutch 
Hashish, sleeping in a dance studio inside an empty social club near Chinatown. 

Then around November 2016, purely by accident, I stumbled upon a rather curious website, my 
interest piqued by the unusual choice of images. Unfortunately, as the site’s navigation left a lot to be 

desired, I took the liberty of downloading the whole website to view offline.

Imagine my surprise upon examining the download. Hidden on the server were literally thousands 
of occult science documents, the alchemy folder a veritable goldmine of incredible knowledge. 

Working diligently and in silence. Some of the individual pages were incredibly long but they had 
a real sheen to them, the key being the  Magical Alphabet, an amalgam of ordinal double gematria 
with full reduction and a 3D geometrical output. Virtually all in plain English, very little Hebrew. 

For 6 weeks I read through approximately 300 pages, extended periods of reading punctuated by 
critical reflection and meditation. The material was incredibly bright, really resonating deep within 

me. Each page was similar in format, oft repeated,  a compendium of short articles and Magical 
Alphabet breakdowns. I gorged and gorged, like a kid in a sweet shop. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-fny99f8amM
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/
http://www.mostdamagingwikileaks.com/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sGxtIofohrj3POpwq-85Id2_fYKgvgoWbPZacZw0XlY/edit#gid=402640770
http://my-day-at-a-hillary-clinton-rally.weebly.com/
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2016/4/4/1510245/-Clinton-Black-Gold-Third-Wave-Digital-Natives
https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5bly3l/praise_kek/
https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5a3x7l/wikileaks_central_station_on_rthe_donald/%3F
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/ADVENT%20INDEX.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/ADVENT%20INDEX.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/WOW%20O%20WOW.html
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/MAGICALALPHABET.htm


Number 9      Plutarch      Age of Aquarius     Christianity     Days of the week     Egypt

First Contact     1836    Genesis      Giordano Bruno    Gnosis    God is Real

 

Hashishrishi    Human Destiny    Human Suffering    India    Islam    Israel

Jerusalem    Mathematics    Middle East    Mind Matter    Morality    Months Of  The Year

Nine Nine Nine    Numbers    Plato: The Five Solids    Principia Mathematica    Pythagoras

Quantum    Ra Is El    Rainbow Light    Real Reality Revealed    Religions Of The World

 

Revelation    Russia      Science    Shapeshifters    Sirius    Sword Of Words    The Alien    The Americas

The Ark Of The Covenant    The Christos    The Electro Magnetic Field    The Magic Mountain Is

The Planets    The Pyramids Text    The Rainbow Covenant    The Solar System    Virgin Of The World

War    White Rabbit    Zeitgeist    Zero Nine    Zero Out of Zero

http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/ADVENT%20NINE%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/ADVENT%20PLUTARCH%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/AQUARIUS.html
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/CHRISTIANITY%20%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/DAYS%20OF%20THE%20WEEK%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/EGYPT%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/FIRST%20CONTACT%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/EIGHTEEN%20THIRTYSIX%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/GENESIS.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/GIORDANO%20BRUNO%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/GNOSIS.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/GNOSIS.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/HASHISHRISHI%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/HUMAN%20DESTINY%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/HUMAN%20SUFFERING.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/INDIA%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/ISLAM%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/ISRAEL%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/JERUSALEM%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/MATHEMATICS%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/MIDDLE%20EAST%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/MIND%20MATTER%201.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/MORALITY.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/MONTHS%20OF%20THE%20YEAR%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/NINE%20NINE%20NINE.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/NUMBERS%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/PLATO%20THE%20FIVE%20SOLIDS%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/PRINCIPIA%20MATHEMATICA%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/PYTHAGORAS.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/QUANTUM.html
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/RA%20IS%20EL%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/RAINBOW%20LIGHT.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/REAL%20REALITY%20REVEALED%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/RELIGIONS%20OF%20THE%20WORLD%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/REVELATION.html
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/RUSSIA%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/SHAPESHIFTERS.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/SHAPESHIFTERS.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/SIRIUS%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/SWORDOFWORDS.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/THE%20ALIEN%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/THE%20AMERICAS%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/THE%20ARK%20OF%20THE%20COVENANT.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/THE%20CHRISTOS%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/THE%20ELECTRO%20MAGNETIC%20FIELD.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/THE%20MAGIC%20MOUNTAIN%20IS.html
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/THE%20PLANETS%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/THE%20PYRAMID%20TEXT%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/THE%20RAINBOW%20COVENANT%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/THE%20SOLAR%20SYSTEM%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/VIRGIN%20OF%20THE%20WORLD%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/WAR.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/WHITE%20RABBIT.html
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/ZEITGEIST.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/ZERO%20NINE%20.htm
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/ZERO%20OUT%20OF%20ZERO%20.htm


Knowledge has three degrees--opinion, science, illumination. 
The means or instrument of the first is sense; 

of the second, dialectic; 
of the third, intuition.

Plontius

CONJURING UP A DAEMON IN THE HAGUE
By the last two weeks of 2016, the absolute Divine savagery of the material I was working with was 

becoming apparent, sparks were definitely beginning to fly. The images conjured by the material 
were incredible, I had never worked with such dense but ultimately luminous material before. 

Some of the images were absolutely horrific, death by burning was a recurring theme, the 
immortality of the soul revealed in visions of incredible detail, helpless tortured souls, many of 

which left me pretty shaken and burnt.

I had also been following the election of President Trump closely, the divergence was beginning 
to show in the historical timeline. The Anglo-American power structure was becoming visible. I 

could see Ideology for what it was, a cheap deception for the ill-informed masses to argue over, there 
was only systems, specifically ‘ The Beltway’ in America and  ‘The Westminster Bubble’ in Britain. 
I began to sleep less and less, working 6 or 7 days a week, the rest of the time spent between riding 
my bike at Spuy Bowl and moving significant historical information around the world, including a 

90GB Wikileaks archive that I seeded for 7 months from a work computer.

By the last week of 2016 I had probably studied around 400 pages  of the ‘Magical Website’, I had 
received epiphany after epiphany, particularly with regards to the structural relationship between the 
meanings of words and their subsequent 3D geometrical output and on a meta level, between words 

with identical geometrical outputs. 

As the year drew to a close, the whole system was becoming manifest. Pyramid inside pyramid, force 
multiplier upon force multiplier. Power vectors of power vectors, shadowy but burning bright, the 
demented dynamo powered by spirits, sometimes unwittingly.  By this time the images conjured 
were becoming so brutal and fierce, combined with extremely significant revelations, such as our 

ability to create material on the physical plane, purely with language (vibrations) and consciousness. 

Despite the ‘trial by fire’, much of the material was also synonymous with cosmic harmony and 
universalism, again on very many levels. The connections were becoming tighter and tighter, 

crystallizing, there was no such thing as coincidence, nor had there ever been. The English Language 
was slowly revealing itself as a programming language. I had not only met the meta programmer but 
understood the futility of man in obsessively attempting to describe reality with numbers and letters. 

The Logos was crumbling before my eyes. 

https://duckduckgo.com/?q=fbi+anon+pastebin&atb=v95-3_f&ia=web
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate
https://www.skateboard.com.au/skateparks/holland/scheveningen-bowl/
http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/Alchemy/ADVENT%20INDEX.htm
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B23A9wod3W7URHBhcUpNcmJIQ1U/view?usp=sharing
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Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, 
committed citizens can change the world; 
indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has.

Margaret Mead

REVELATIONS AND REPERCUSSIONS 
By the last few days of 2016, as the occult forces of history were becoming manifest, I had felt a 

curious affinity with a passing comet, for reasons unknown. . 

The identification of the ‘Magical Alphabet’ as a Gregory Bateson “System of Systems” was 
incredibly, becoming inevitable. In proofs higher than those of formal logic or mathematics, the 

words seemed to have a 3d geometrical life of their own.

The prevalence of the number 9 as a connector to the collective consciousness of the sentient whole, 
universalism, cosmic unity, also as defining definitive limits of language and mathematics. 

7 connecting to various distortions relating to the earth as a whole, whilst 2 was synonymous with 
the quantum world and 1 analogous to the seemingly indivisible material plane.

(Past present future is one) (negative balancing positive) (the mind of humankind) (illuminator) 
(the human conscience) (the dog star)

Deduction by reduction to 999.

(The Solar System) (Sun, Moon, Earth) (past, present, future) (demiurge) (there is an after life)
Deduction by reduction to 111.

Then a day or so before New Year’s Eve I was meditating st home when I had an incredibly detailed 
vision of the planet earth from a distance, virtually identical to one documented in a video clip 

in 2014. The clip was  based on an initiation into the South American changa mystery school, the 
geometrical (Platonic solids) nature of the brain’s operating system had already been made visible 3 

years previously.  
 

But then a most peculiar thing happened...    

http://earthsky.org/astronomy-essentials/comet-45phonda-mrkos-pajdusakova-new-years-eve
http://view.publitas.com/plectic/the-great-work-babylon-is-fallen/page/12
http://view.publitas.com/plectic/the-great-work-babylon-is-fallen/page/29
http://view.publitas.com/plectic/the-great-work-babylon-is-fallen/page/17
https://vimeo.com/129519115
https://vimeo.com/129519115
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Platonic_solid
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It will require a basis in rare works,  
an understanding of how all religions fit together

and how it applies to today’s world
Xephatitanous

THE LIGHT OF ALL LIGHTS
The magical alphabet had proved to be the gift that kept on giving. For a split second everything I 
had ever learned made perfect sense. Whole passages from the King James Bible, Shakespeare and 

the works of Lewis Carroll reduced beyond quintessence to their appropriate 3D geometry. The 
Alpha and Omega in the Bible were in fact the A to Z. 

But the fall of man was also revealed as a tragedy of cosmic proportions, the upside down of the 
downside up, the bastard offspring of Kill List and True Detective.  Man turned against man, 

compromised by his own arrogance assumption of being King of his Kingdom, into playing both 
good and evil on the material plane. A slow motion ascension from a 3 dimensional world to a 

multi dimensional horror show enhanced with superior chemical knowledge with a bit of  loosh 
thrown into the mix. Israel really are Gods of the material realm, the forces of dark and light, for a 
reason. But the role of Israel is a little more nuanced, they also show, by virtue, that ‘God’ is real as 

well, so they can never be the enemy, because it’s not what Israel is, it’s what it represents, is of more 
significance. 

But the global stage soon disappeared into the back ground as I felt light fall through by head 
and into my body. Everything seemed to converge on my center, beams of light within my body. 
Then, to my utter amazement, there was an endless beam of light that seemed to emanate from 
my pineal gland. I seemed to be physically detached from the vision, although it didn’t stop me 

rubbing my eyes to check. The vision was accompanied by a sound of a whip crack that seemed to 
reverberate around the room. For some reason, I could see the beam of light from all angles, but I 
was more intrigued by the fact than the closer I looked at the beam, the finer the beam became. It 
was the very essence of granularity itself, containing all permutations of space time, conscious and 
instantaneously in communication, perfect in form and geometry. The vision was both persistent 

and sustained. 

It was pretty overwhelming, but it was instantaneously known as a return to the source, to the 
absolute, complete with a memory of the journey. The unfathomable density of the revelations not 
only due to the insights received, but the method of delivery.  One minute I was meditating on the 
forces of dark and light, the next I was the beneficiary to a level of knowledge that was beyond any 

religious doctrine, scientific paradigm or even magical alphabet. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aqkqF--v1tg
https://jaysanalysis.com/2014/08/30/true-detective-season-1-esoteric-analysis/
https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP96-00788R001700210016-5.pdf
http://www.jpost.com/Israel-News/Netanyahus-son-lashes-out-via-internet-again-504620
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=q3Voi0Dk_HwC&pg=PA318&lpg=PA318&dq=robert+fludd+globe+shakespeare&source=bl&ots=NzMHroIIJm&sig=EV6XLBBIQnzfZWjTvSJZ6oc3BFE&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj46N_gmrHXAhVI5CYKHX17BS0Q6AEIZTAN#v=onepage&q=robert%20fludd%20globe%20shakespeare&f=false
https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP96-00788R001700210016-5.pdf
https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP96-00788R001700210016-5.pdf
https://nofaithinthehumanrace.com/legis/?chapter=1&verse=3


E L  A M O R 
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“Each one of us has thus an universe of his own, but it is the same universe for each one as 
soon as it includes all possible experience. this implies the extension of consciousness  

to include all other consciousness”
liber al vel legis. 1904

FREE WILL AND THE REDEMPTION ARK
I couldn’t for the life of me remember how long the illumination lasted, but needless to say, by the 

end of it, my spiritual and intellectual world view had been turned inside out and back to front. 
Knowing that virtually all you know, including reality itself, was in many ways, a fabrication, is 

indeed a bitter pill to swallow.

The promise made to “Hijack Consensus Reality” had indeed come to fruition, in just 17 years. In 
many ways I had seen it coming, but had always been blissfully unaware of the magnitude of the 

impending illumination. Many disparate threads of knowledge seemed to literally join together in 
one superluminous thread. ‘The Sacred Magic of Abramelin the Mage’, an altogether uninspiring 
book, the real gem a key regarding the timeworn problem of good and evil, cryptically contained 

within the introduction, then hidden in a video 10 years ago. 

The essence of the oft repeated biblical quote ‘The Kingdom of God being within’ was revealed as 
the light from the source, contained within all sentient beings.  The final trigger for the illumination 

seemed to be the realization of there being additional dimensions and/or the possibility of a 
time traveling demiurge, who may or may not have ruled Britain for over 1000 years.

The immense scale of the fabrication was made clear, thousands of years of codifying and protecting 
the bleeding edge of what we collectively perceive to be reality by a virtually impenetrable 

hierarchical network with superior knowledge that not only contradicted but superseded all 
scientific and religious belief systems. The cognitive dissonance was disorientating to put it mildly, 

particularly when Plato’s Cave was revealed to be the size of the solar system (the planet Saturn 
unsurprisingly an early fixation of The Royal Society), during my jolly to the absolute. 

The Universe was revealed as being full of life, much of it imperceptible to man, limited by the 
dynamic range of his nervous system, delusional enough to consider that we could ever describe 

reality with language or numbers or even explain reason. But man had very much been complicit in 
this self-imposed prison, choosing physics over metaphysics, very much lost on the material plane, 

with Israel representing the forces of dark and light, analogous to the Gnostic creation myth, the 
past, the present and consequently the future (111) effectively controlled by a relatively tiny number 

of people, compromised by a common propensity for rituals that can only 
really be described as ‘demonic’. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B23A9wod3W7URHBhcUpNcmJIQ1U/view?usp=sharing
http://www.sacred-texts.com/grim/abr/abr002.htm
https://vimeo.com/626957
http://biblehub.com/luke/17-21.htm
https://spherebeingalliance.com/files/get/1600/traversable-wormholes-stargates-negative-energy
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=FUoMAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA15&lpg=PA15&dq=Which+time+shall+ne%27er+destroy,+nor+bounds+confine&source=bl&ots=EUvKdoHBhl&sig=f_U4Mb3JRpblA2ooBTBQyDN9j9k&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjKmIHdxuvYAhWBLcAKHQd8AMQQ6AEIMTAC#v=onepage&q=Which%20time%20shall%20ne'er%20destroy%2C%20nor%20bounds%20confine&f=false
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allegory_of_the_Cave
http://rstl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/1/1-22.toc
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Critique_of_Pure_Reason
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B23A9wod3W7UUTR5LXFzV2NubDQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B23A9wod3W7UUTR5LXFzV2NubDQ/view?usp=sharing
https://tinyurl.com/ycszb3eh
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“The end of our foundation is the knowledge of causes, and secret motions of things; and the 
enlarging of the bounds of human empire, to the effecting of all things possible.

A New Atlantis . 1627

On a personal level (which I try not to dwell on), I was feeling very redemptive due to the realization 
that not only were we definitely not alone in the universe, but that the universe itself was indeed 

conscious. Despite the historical precedents, the person writing this was never necessarily going to 
be a good person, but a very, very flawed one, in many respects a sinner and not a saint. I was also 

conscious that due to the geometrical nature of the brain’s interface with the world and the feedback 
loop between mind/matter that one was always destined to invoke their worst nightmares/scenarios. 

I was under no illusions, If I had entered politics I would have almost certainly followed this same 
path, probably more willingly than most of the current crop of politicians. A few years ago I was 
mistakenly identified as a shoplifter by an undercover detective whilst touring Boots the chemist 

for ingredients for a particularly illegal alchemical preparation that included red phosphorous and 
iodine. The hideous spectre of going from no criminal record to being imprisoned for 10 or 15 years 

(production) was enough for me to disband the alchemical practices. 

I was also redemptive towards all the people I had not been nice too, particularly women, several 
of which I had definitely mistreated when I was younger. My life until this point had been a full on 

amalgam of extreme sports combined with excessive use of narcotics and a pretty insatiable appetite 
for carnal activity.

But I digress. Given the very specific nature of the material leading to the illumination and the depth 
and breadth of the vision, it can be pretty much distilled to the following:

The British Crown and State have 2 options.

1)We celebrate life however that may manifest, knowing that there is very much a universe full of life 
out there and that we are very much limited by our nervous systems. 

2)We keep things the way they are, perpetual war on the material plane.

If we choose the former, our legacy will be the race that was the catalyst for peace and harmony on 
not just a global but galactic level. If we choose the latter, our legacy on the crumbling world stage, 

as Hollywood burns to the ground and all religious doctrines are reduced to dust will be as the 
fabricators of Science and Religion, the human traffickers and pederasts. 

Then the Die will be cast.

But the judgment is not mine, that resides in a much higher force and will probably result in another 
celestial event or even worse.

precessionoftheequinox.exe

https://vimeo.com/3059576
http://www.crazydaysandnights.net/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1561_celestial_phenomenon_over_Nuremberg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extinction_event
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B23A9wod3W7UeU1Vd0xMUXhOVjg/view?usp=sharing


13 Dragons
At De Beginning Of Time

There Were 13 Dragons
At Dé  Beginning Of Time
When Dé World Was All

Made Up Of Riddle And Rhyme

13 Dragons
Four Kings And Nine Queens

Conjoured Up In Dé Imagination
Of Dé Queen Of UnSeen

With Shee In Dé Centre
In Dé Midst Of All

These Dragons Shee Made Up
To Cause Dé Fall

Like Dé Flames Within Dé Fire
Creatrix Weaved Dé Forms Of Dé Sire

Four Dragons Fly
In Dé face Of Fear
Nine Dragons Stay
By Creatrix to Hear

Shee Told Them Dé Story
Of Why They Were Made
Why Dé Four Flew A Way

Why Dé Nine Cjose To Stay

Dé Formor Were Favoured
With Dé Gift Of Sight
Dé Ladies Were Gifted
Dé Wisdom Of Night

Dé King Dragons Saw
What Creatrix Had Made

Dé Bright Morning Sun
Dé Deep Darkling Shade



Dé Sires Made Them
With Dé Will To Devour
Dé Fruits Of Dé Earth

Dé Heart Of Her Power

Dé Women Folk Won dé Ring
What They Could Not See
Developed Deep In Sight 

With Dé Help Of Queen Bee

Dé Scribe Bring Dé Scene
Of What Was To Come

Shee Thought Them Ré Member
All Ways Are All One

Shee Showed Then Di Visions
Of Dé Seen And UnSeen

Shee Showed Them Dé Dreamers
Caught Up In Dé Dream

Dé Four Dragons Wandered
Down Dé Ways Of Dé Sent

Devour Ring Dé Harvest
Of Dé Earth As They Went

Dé Queens They Dé Sided
Too Dig Deeper With In

Dé Kings See Only Out Side
Not Under Dé Skin

Dé Four Kings Had Eaten
So Much Of Dé Earth

Their Bellies had Swollen
Developed Great Girth

They Fell Into Sleeping
On Dé Ground Where they Fell

And Their Dreams Filled With Night Mares
In DiMenTions Of Hell

Bye
Kelfin Pa Tricks Oberon
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